
KEY FEATURES

 Made in Australia

 Substantially improves... 
- Fuel efficiency 
- Truck stability 
- Driver safety 
- Drive-train wear’n’tear

 Has no detrimental  
impact on fridge

 Modern moulded design

 Proven tough on-road

 No exposed brackets

 Easily installed

 Improves visual aesthetics

 Increased brand exposure

 Easily removed (if necessary)

 Won’t cause cab damage

 Easily painted (if required)

FRIDGESCOOP  
4 SMALL RIGID TRUCKS
STYLE & EFFICIENCY

Since 2008, by means of many hundreds of Fuelscoop sales, the new design has 
proven itself to be faultless. Fridgescoop has been a successful re-development based 
on the proven performance of Fuelscoop. It enables a roof mounted aerodynamic 
product to be installed, even though a fridge unit overhangs the cab. In a limited 
number of applications where room is sufficient, the reinforced rear flat section of the 
Fridgescoop can be used as a platform to service fridge units.

Years of successful installations on the medium and large rigid refrigerated trucks have 
proven savings well in excess of ten percent. As a result of this success Aeroz-Products 
has now introduced a Fridgescoop for smaller trucks. This smaller Fridgescoop has 
been developed for small rigid trucks such as the Isuzu N-Series, Hino 300 and 
Mitsubishi Canter. Until now, this type of truck when fitted with a fridge, have not had 
available an aerodynamic solution.

In addition to the obvious fuel savings benefit, by installing Fridgescoop, these small 
trucks will have increased stability, improved performance and be generally safer for 
the occupants. Further to these operational benefits, a fridge unit fitted to a truck body 
generally means that no frontal company branding is possible – a Fridgescoop provides 
the solution for small rigid trucks! 

Smaller trucks usually benefit more dramatically, and more broadly from applying 
aerodynamic improvements, so the new small Fridgescoop from Aeroz-Products 
should be a mandatory fit for all small refrigerated trucks. 

Designed to work. Made to last.



FRIDGESCOOP  
4 SMALL RIGID TRUCKS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1. The FRIDGESCOOP for small trucks 
is a one piece moulded unit that fits 
to truck cabs by utilising the factory 
installed mount points. All hardware is 
stainless steel; non bolted areas are 
stabilised with double sided tape.

3. Fridgescoop improves the overall truck 
appeal, does not negatively effect the 
fridge unit and is designed with solid 
back to ensure fridge’s operation is not 
compromised.

4. A frontal view of Fridgescoop exposes 
a ‘cut’ redirecting airflow that causes 
a ‘streaming’ affect. This intensified 
airflow stream acts like a buffer, 
assisting truck stability, improving 
truck’s safety, increasing performance 
& reducing fuel consumption.

5. In today’s economy, branding of a 
company’s trucks is critical. Trucks 
fitted with a body mounted refrigeration 
unit, prevents brand exposure. 
Fridgescoop allows you a company to 
emblazon your brand!

2. The Fridgescoop convex arch, will not 
only provide necessary improvements 
in fuel consumption,  but also 
performance and stability are greatly 
enhanced. Air-flow from Fridgescoop 
will deflect bugs away from fridge 
condenser.
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